
HOMECOMING PROS AND CONS

PROS CONS

Pep Rally:
- Having band
- The game/including class was fun
- Very organized
- Lights were a good addition
- Overall fun rally

Candidate Rally:
- Transitions from speech and dance

was good
- Decoration looked good and it was fun
- No issue with timing
- Setting up the day before

Night Rally:
- Being out on the field
- People who wanted to participate/

actually be there were there
- Easy to run the rally
-
- Clean up was easier
- Musical chairs was a good addition
- People want to be part of it
- Using the drone was cool
- Announcing who won the night of
- Every class did a good job
- A lot of people participated/ good

bonding experience
- Having spirit items
- A lot of people who normally don’t get

involved went/ participated
- Spirit was good and a lot of support

Pep Rally:
- Too loud when people were

speaking
- Balloon Arch in the middle
- Not the same energy during the

fashion show
Candidate Rally:

- Not everyone helped to decorate the
gym

- People went over the time limit for
speeches

- Difficult to hear speeches: Air
conditioning came on

- Students weren’t being supportive/
spirited

Night rally:
- Judges had a bad view to watch the

lip sync
- Music was difficult to hear
- People were standing and moving

outside their areas
- Grass was wet
- Parent could not see the dance
- People weren’t listening
- Needed to be publized more
- Not everyone was cleaning up

Suggestions:
Pep rally:

- Break before game
- Moving balloon arch
- Handing out spirit items

Candidate Rally:
- Candidates need to already know their dance
- Move speeches towards the middle



- Spirit points
Night Rally:

- Having things to indicate where each class sits
- Use weights to mark sections
- Publicize bringing towel/blanket
- Strict time limit for the dance
- Revise rules for competitions
- Sitting on the track
-


